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e pf the thiqg of.. The, growth of summer hotels in 
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Scotia, should be read and the lesson lem. Then for the reasons for the importance 
appreciated by every business man, of the sporting side of the tourist question : 
politician and sportsman in the “Trade follows the sportsman.” The 

province sportsman pays for the protection of the game.
Dr Breck saidi It is very difficult to talk The manager of the Bangor and Aroostookdhsr èm p.'s,
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now Nobody on earth sOT>remteMfc*pother J ^ Game Act was in the hands
side better.than, I—the beauty of the. wood», ,£ Game Society, to which we must
the excitement the health-giving outing, and very grateful, for it stood between our
aH that. I could if I Jere sP^akmf bef°tra ies game and its extermination. If it had not 
anglers dr huriters club, Indulge to ««tacies « the hounding of moose there would
as dithyrambic as any poets, but «here and no^ow be left For a time the moose 
now'I want you to regard me solely as you increased SQ tbat th are {airiy plentiful in
would the agent for any districts where they were not known before,
feel will help enrich our province, « there ^ Qther elements were at work. In the old 
is anything that has been dinned into my ears hunting was mostly confined to those
since I came to Nova Scotia^ and it is the bur- ^ had ^ hounds and to Indian callers, 
den of every speaker from Ear Grey down it number of hunters increased largely,
is that this province is a really rich but un ^ artg q{ still.hunting and calling were 
developed country. learned from the Indians, and the deadly re-

Now I stand here to Call your attention to peat;ng rifie made its appearance, 
an industry which has never been developed 'i'be apparatus of the Game Society for 
to any extent, but in which I am convinced ^he protection of the game did not increase 
there are riches for us, if taken up and man- witb the growth of sport, and the game again 
aged purely as a business proposition. I mean began to disappear. Serious complaints wer 
the exploitation of our gamfe and inland fish- heard from many parts of the province, and 
eries, which is, of course, mainly a part of the coupie Gf. years ago the government took the 
tourist industry. It is no new idea, but one executi0n of the Game Act out of the hands 
that has-certainly not-been appraised at any- 0f the Game Society, and placed it in those of 
thing near its proper value. a Game Commission. This was largely the

We are met here by the first objection, worjc Gf the new People’s G. & F. P. Associa- 
which comes. mostly from a. certain, class of . tion, a flourishing organization with branches 
short-sighted sportsmen, who .say ‘.‘Our game all over the province, which has no admin- 
and fish for ourselves !” istrative power, but a good deal of influence.

This would be a legitimate cry if by selling Now for. the actual present situation, in 
our goods to foreigners we lessened the sup- other words, our stock in trade. Moose are 
ply of our own people. But I shall try to barely holding their oWn. The balance of the 
show you that this is far from being the case, testimony is on the other side. Commis-
The truth ' is the "exict ' ôpposite. This old s;0ner Knight does all he can, but simply has
cry is as silly as if a cloth manufacturer or no money to pay men to patrol the woods,
an apple grower should say, “Our products which, as any woodman knows, is the only
for ourselves !” That would be a fine business method to prevent violation of the act. 
man indeed ! On the contrary, a modern na- stories of moose killed out of season by poach- 
tion’s commercial status is pretty nearly meas- ers, lumberjacks and others, and of snaring, 
ured by the amount of its exports. come from all directions. As for our once

On this side of the Atlantic we nearly all famous salmon streams, the situation is scan-
believe in protection. Well, fve protect our dalous. Trout? God has stocked our 
game and fish by a tariff just as our other streams, but we have taken no steps to pre
products, only instead of a tax we impose a serve our heritage.
license But this is the best of all taxes for We have played fast and loose with the 
us, for the reason that the foreigner pays not wealth that the Almighty has bestowed upon 
only it, but comes among us and spends many us in such prodigality, and we are still doing 
times as much while he ife here. ' so ; but in spite of all our trout fishing is about

The appreciation of the commercial side the best in the world, we still have plenty of
has beenPa gradual development with me. salmon, and nearly every non-resident who 
Residing at South Milford for some years goes out with a good guide gets his moose, 
past I Lw the great siorting advçnt. I long But I ask you to contemplate for a momen 
noted the splendid climate, but wondered at the value of this province as a sporting asset 
the impossibility of using such vast tracts of H we should treat this whole important ques- 
country that only the lumberman and the tion as a cold business proposition.
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We are in the position of a couple of bro- now it is $35,000, or $15,000 outside of direct chapter to sport in its pretty “Vacation Days, 
thers who own a fine orchard, run hy <tne of income. She receives directly from licenses The Canadian Northern publishes a meagre 
them with next to ndu6are. He neither un- about $33,000 a year, and from this you may pamphlet the “Road to Sport,” part of which
derstands growing apples nor does tie hire make a guess at her indirect fêVenue ' from is devoted to sport on our S. W. shore,
experts to teach him. The small boys of the sport. In 1905 it was $20,000 ; in 1908,. Sport is barely touched upon in the many
neighborhood plunder him to their hearts' $35,000. This increase was the result of ad- local summer resort pamphlets and folders, 
content, and, while he has still a lot of fine vertising. We have never been represented at any sports-
apples to sell, and there are thousands ach- On our area, as compared with these two men’s show. Truly it may be said that we
ing to buy them, he takes little or no trouble states, we should now be enjoying at least ten have hidden our light under a bushel. And 
to seek out these would-be customers and or twelve millions of revenue, bésides having it is a thousand pities, for we have the goods 
exchange his apples for a lot of their good better sport for ourselves. Now, why is this and there are thousands eager to buy them if 

But the other ' brother comes along, unfortunately by no means the case ? And we but place them in sight. All this is very, 
how badly the orchard is being run, and why have our neighbors so prospered? very little,

expostulates. But his brother objects that he Simply because of lack of appreciation, and We must advertise. And here it may, per- 
has no money to go to any such expense, and the failure to see that our Sporting asset must haps, be forgiven me if I mention the forth- 
hc wants his apples for his own use. He is be treated as any big business enterprise is. coming “Sporting Guide” authorized by the 
made to see that putting some capital into the What does Maine do? x Maritime Board of Trade, which will appear m
business by selling at a high price he will have jn tbe first piace> she grants no monopolies a few weeks, and which I trust will be support-
all the money he need to improve and increase fishing or hunting rights on uncultivated ed by all good Nova Scotians, and prove a
his stock, and that he will also have more and jands. source of revenue to our province. It is not
better apples for himself. Do you see the Sbe employes over 100 wardens; many of a very elegant publication, and not by any
analogy? them salaried and some receiving as high as means perfect, but its facts are true and as a

When a new business is started the owners, $If40o a year. There are over 2,000 guides, first edition, I hope not so bad. 
if they are wise, study the methods of some paying $1 a year for registration. She main- In conclusion I feel that I have been play-
similar institution that has notoriously made tains cight first-class fish-hatcheries under ing rather the part of the “kicker, of the îcon- 
a great success in the same line. Such an in- trained superintendents, and has just appro- oclast who pulls down, and you will perhaps 
stitution for our purposes is the state of Maine, priated the money for still another. She has ask of me what should be ddne to remedy 
which is only about one-third larger than a Game, Fish and Forest Commission of three matters. . , ....
Nova Scotia, and by no means more favored gentlemen, all experts, one to look after game, The obvious answer is that we should uni- 
by Nature so far as fish and game, {ire con- one fish> and the third forests, and these men fate whatever has been proved successful by 
cerned, and we have moose where she has are highl saiaried, for they give all their time, our neighbors in other provinces. Our prov- 
deer plus a very few moose. But do you to their tasks and do not regard them as side- incial government should administrate this
know how much it is estimated that Maine issues as w;th us r.......................... magnificent enterprise as a business proposi-
receives every year as indirect revenue from . " . . , n. tion, and the results will justify us a thousand-non-resident sportsmen? Anywhere from Maine this year has voted $47.5™ out of • The railway and steamship and hotel
$15,000,000 to $25,000,000! Let us split the ^ides^sV^Tfor ^an^ddittonll16hatched’ services must needs expand and improve, and 
difference and say $20,000,000. Maine charges besides $2,000 tor an additional natenery. province will enormously benefit.
a big-game fee of $15. half as much as we Deducting the $30,000 received for licenses, we ^ ^ortLen are open to this suspicion of 
do, and nothing for fishing, but her direct in- have over $17,000, put into the business to P ce—It is to you business men we look
come from licenses alone is nevertheless over keep up the plant, as it were, and Maine con- legislators.
$30,000 a year. As for the indirect income, aiders this a pretty good proposition, inasmuch whenever any steps-are taken to have 
many short-sighted people, whose grounding as she receives in return so many millions of cha made in tbe Game Act, the legislators 
in the laws of economy is shaky, will say, “Oh, indirect revenue Can there be any question ^ disposed to treat the matter as a joke more 
that's all very nice for guides, but it doesn t that she is right. than anything else?. “Oh let us alone” is the
help us !” And now for Nova Scotia. What do we cry when airiehdmènts to it are

do in this line? We spend yearly on game S0usght_ but the fact must be impressed on 
protection something like $2,500, nearly $2,000 the^ that the Game Laws are in a state ofl 
of which comes as licenses and fines, so that {lux Hke the budget and need revising every 
we acctually put our hands in our own pockets when the legislators are educated to
for about $500 or $600. This means that every ^hat"view the cause 0f game protection will be 
man, woman and child m this fair province

money.
sees

But what is the fact? From the very mo
ment a man in Boston puts his hand into his 
pocket to buy his ticket for Yarmouth or Hali
fax he begins to add to the revenues of Nova 
Scotia, and lie continues to contribute to our
does"alt1 thi6sr m'oney egoakto the^guide?NOf sacrifices for this great national enterprise the 

J b enormous sum of 1.200 of one cent apiece !
Gentlemen, such prodigality "is appalling!
Now, gentlemen, one final consideration, yes, it was a luckless morning, if you chose to call 
It is not enough to have a fine plant and 

to turn out even the best of goods. We 
must bring them to the notice of. the buyers.

Maine, Newfoundland, New Brunswick,
Quebec and other states and provinces are 
alive to the efficacy of advertising. It is

much advanced.
o

ON AN UNSUCCESSFUL HUNTcourse not.
Warden Jenner, now departed, but still 

helping us by his magnificent example, said 
that, at a conservative estimate, every sports
man who came here spent at least $200 on an 

but this is too small ; it will be nearer

But, believe me, boys, I really h
I have lived, and breathed, and labored, and been 

happy Just to know
What the wilderness vouchsafed me unaware.average, . .

three hundred. Maine has been at this job 
in a businesslike way for many years, and
this years report of her Game and certainly one of the commonplaces of business
rs ■ -riay that riv.rti.mg is , prime necessity,
on trout hatcheries, the state has received These other places never fa, to be well re- 
three hundred !” That seems a pretty good presented at.every sportsmens show they 
proposition. And nobody ever heard a have their sporting advantages worker, up m 
state of Maine man complain that catering the newspapers and magazines ; the.r chief 
to non-residents has spoiled his own fishing ra.lways and steamship^lmes^get out fine 
or hunting, for he knows better.

Now, how is it in our sister province, New 
Brunswick?

I have journeyed near to Nature through her Temple.
And^&ve hearkened what her children hare to «ay; 

t have pried into her secrets, have observed her many

wiser for the lessons of the day.
moods

And am
We have often marked an angler coming home wKS 

empty creel..........  .. . .
Yet he was not made a butt of mock-delIgntt_

Why, then, should we be so blatant of the eympaOiy'

For a hunter coming gameless home at nightT

Though you fellows have me bested, I am careleee od 
your Jeers, , ,

For It Is net all of sportsmanship to slay;
I can think of him as thriving for the «port of other 

years,
And am glad I did not kill my buck today.

Frank C. R1ehl, la Outdoor Utfc

pamphets devoted to sport alone.
What do we want in this important line? 
The I.C.R. has issued a really beautiful 

‘Forest, Stream and Seashore” booklet, part 
Ten years ago the appropriation of which treats of Nova Scotia.

Just the same, though in a less 
degree, for they have been a shorter time at
the game. Ten years ago tne appropriation ui wim_u umw 01 nw. uweio. All honor 
for game protection was the same as ours; to its enterprise. The D.A.R. devotes only a
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that it has to be sent down to the House byThe next stage, that of committee of the 

House, sees the Speaker retire, preceded by special message from the Lieutenant-Gover- 
bearing the mace, and ■ nor, and can only be introduced by a mem

ber of the government of the day. Apart 
from that its career is nowise differs from that 
of any other public bill. Also there is Supply, 
but, as Kipling says, that is another story.

In order to ensure the proper and orderly 
despatch of business it has been found neces
sary to pass many rules, which may be ob
tained at the parliament buildings in a neatly t 
bound book, and, like the parliamentary pro
cedure generally, they are largely based on the 
English practice. The member for Delta is 
currently reported to know them all by heart, 
backwards, with a number of additional ones 
for use in emergencies. All are not so expert, 
but a fair working knowledge of the rules is 
necessary for those who would take an active 
part in legislative work.

Generally speaking, a bill can only be ad
vanced one stage at each sitting of the 
House, but it can be put through all the 
stages provided no one objects. This rule 
recalls an incident which occurred a few years 
ago on the last day of the session. The then 
member for Grand Forks, now a Victoria busi- 

man, had charge of an important private 
bill which had been presented very late in 
the game, so late that on the last day of the 

it had not advanced beyond the sec
ond reading. He wished to put it through 
the last day, and a canvass of the members of 
the House seemed to show that there was 
no objection. Unfortunately he reckoned 
without the member for Ymir, since promoted 
to be a government agent. The last named 
legislator rose in his place to make his first 
and last speech of the session.

“I object.”
That was all that was necessary, 

bill could not be further proceeded with that 
day, and that evening the House was pro
rogued. The bill died and has been forgot
ten, but the incident is still spoken of by the 

A money bill differs from the foregoing in oldtimers in the press gallery.

^,ILLS introduced into the legisla- advertisements and petitions, and most of 
ture are of three kinds, -and them are very concise indeed The science of 
though all of them are apt to this kind of drafting consists in so wording 
pass through a somewhat chec- the advertisement that the ordinary person on 
quered • career before finally, if reading it will not have the faintest idea 
ever, receiving the Royal assent, what is wanted, and yet to so draw it that 

still their initial vicisitudes vary somewhat, when the committee compare it with the bill 
They may be classified as public bills, private before them, they will be obliged to admit that 
bills and money bills. ^ the objects of the bill are set forth. Thus the

The first, whether in the hands of the gov- bill acts as a key to the riddle, and there are 
ernment or a private member, are introduced several individuals in British Columba qute 
in the same way. The honorable member in adept _at this art.
charge of _ the measure asks leave of the The first interview with the committee on 
House to introduce it. This is a matter of standing orders is often a serious one for the 
form and is invariably granted, for, so far, not bill, or rather for its promoters. This stage is 

the Socialists have commenced ob- at the beginning of the session when the com- 
struction So early in the proceedings, mittee is fresh and zealous. The least depar- 
Next the bill is read a first time, ture from the standing orders is eagerly 

a formal proceeding. The next seized upon, and the promoters promptly 
step is the second reading, ahd here - the mulcted in double fees. A bill is hardly ever 
trouble begins afld the bill often ends. On rejected at this stage, but those in charge of 
second reading, the House passes upon the it often have to pay handsomely for mistakes 
principle supposed to underlie the would-be in advertising and procedure generally, 
statute, the details being left for committee Finally the bill is reported back to the 
stage. House, and, when the fees have been paid to

Once the second reading is reached, the the clerk, if gets a first reading, and is referred 
career of the different kinds of bills are very back to the appropriate committee. This is 
similar, so the troubles of the private bills in either the private bills committee or the rail- 
their earlier history may now be enquired way committee, the last named considering 
into. Private bills are introduced by petition the merits of all applications for railroad char- 
presented by some member, and are, as a mat- ters. This is where most of the bills have 
ter of course, referred to the committee on trouble, and where the real work of legislating 
standing orders and private bills. It is not as is done. Those promoting the bill, or their 
easy as it sounds to introduce a private bill, parliamentary agent, usually a lawyer chosen 
There are many formalities to be complied for his astuteness and for being politically on 
with. Such bills are nearly all applications for the side of the dominant party* in the House, 

sort of charter on the part of corpora- appear before the committee in support of the 
tions, and they have to advertise their inten- bill. Here also appear the objectors to the 
tions for a stipulated time in the Gazette, and bill. They have similarly to file a petition 
also in the paper published in the district against the bill and are then allowed to ap- 
where the enterprise is to be carried on. This pear either personally or by counsel, 
advertisement has to be put in by a stated Frequently the sessions before the private 
date, and is supposed to correspond with the bills or the railway committee are quite inter
petition, and both are intended to state con- esting, and noteworthy and candid explana- 
cisely the intent of the legislation asked for. tions of the motives of the other side are free- 

There is quite an art in drawing up these ly laid before the -members by the opposing

counsçl. It sometimes hapens that the most 
innocent looking bill comes to an untimely
end in this way Occasionally the committee the sergeant-at-arms 
takes sides, but as a general rule the bills are the proceedings are presided over by the 
discussed and considered both carefully and chairman of the committee. The chairrrfen 
impartially, without reference to party lines. are chosen by arrangement between the tiro 
Every once in a while a member will evince chief parties alternately from either side, of 
an unusual interest in a bill and almost open- tbe House, and their business is to read the 
ly work to get it through. This is rare, and hill through clause bv clause, which is thus 
when it happens the honorable member on the discussed seriatim. On second reading hon- 
next occasion is generally found loud in sup- orable members are only allowed to’ speak 
port of the rights of the “dear people,” and so once> but they can talk as often and as long as 
squares himself with his constituents. The tbey piease ;n committee, Vrith the result that 
press is admitted while arguments before the ^his stage is frequently a very loquacious pro
committee are going on, and sometimes full ceeding
reports are published. Generally speaking The’committee over, the bill is nearly 
much less space is given to committee work troubles. The committee reports
than to thç proceedings of the House with House as amended, and the re-
the result that it has been noticed that some usua,ly accepted without a division,
members nrefer to reserve their objections un- §? the c/se of highly contentious bills, 
til the bill reaches the House On such oc- when expedient is used to delay its prog-
casions people have been known to be unkind ^ and J ^ . defeat, there may be an- 
enough to suggest that eloquent arguments debate on the acceptance of the report,
on the floor of the House attract more atten- s on the third reading, debates are in
tion, and so are better electioneering material Qr t£ h little opposition is manifested, 
than representations more quietly made in Jn e6xceptional circumstances, as if a
committee. bill reaches third reading it is under all ordin-

Once the bill has got through committee circumstances bound to pass,
it, or what is left of it, is reported to the * £
House, and comes on for second reading in The third reading over the Speaker cnes, 
due course. Sometimes this is perfunctory, as ‘‘Shall the preamble pass? and next Shall 
the House takes it for granted that the com-, the bill pass. This ends the bill so far 
mittee has gone thoroughly into the matter the House is concerned. All that remains is 
and eliminated any provisions dangerous to the assent of the Crown given by the Lieuten- 
the public weal. It not infrequently hap- ant-Governor This is only withheld m rare 
pens, however, that the oponents of the bill, cases, though it sometimes happens. If the 
defeated in committee, transfer their efforts to Royal assent is given, the bil becomes law, 
the floor of the House, and then a battle though even then here is still one more 
royal is in order. A report from a commit- chance of a slip between cup and m. The 
tee rejecting a bill on principle-“That the Dominion government can disallow the legis, 
preamble is not proved” is the recognized for- lation any time within a year of the act be- 
mula-is nearly always adopted, and the bill is coming law. This is done by Dominion order- 
almost always dropped for the session. m-council, a recent example of which was th„

In public and private bills alike, the main disallowance of the Natal Act of the last ses- 
principle of the bill is discussed on the sec
ond reading with the Speaker in the chair.
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